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THE Inaugural
INAUGURAL Exercises
EXERCISES
The
Wilson Hall, Eleven A.M.
December 10, 1949
MR. Robert
ROBERT Button,
BUTTON, Presiding
Me.
Member of the State Board of Education

ORGAN PRELUDE—
"CHORALE
IN A Minor"
MINOR"
"Chorale in
Frank
MR.
GEORGE Raymond
RAYMOND Hicks.
HICKS, Associate Professor of Music
Mr. George
PROCESSIONAL—
PROCESSIONALMadison College Orchestra
INVOCATION—
THE
RIGHT Reverend
REVEREND Frederick
FREDERICK Goodwin,
GOODWIN, Bishop
The Right
The Episcopal Diocese of Virginia
MUSIC—
MUSIC'BLESSED Is the
THE Man"
MAN"
"Blessed
Madison College Glee Club

Rachmaninoff

AN APPRECIATION OF
SAMUEL PAGE DUKE, PRESIDENT EMERITUS—
DR. M'Ledge
M'LEDGE Moffett,
MOFFETT, Dean of Women
Dr.
Radford College
SALUTATION—
EXCELLENCY William
WILLIAM M. Tuck,
TUCK, Governor
His Excellency
The Commonwealth of Virginia
ADDRESS—
DR.
HILLIS Miller,
MILLER, President
Dr. J. Hillis
The University of Florida
MUSIC—
"THE Omnipotence"
OMNIPOTENCE"
"The
Madison College Glee Club

Schubert

INDUCTION OF MR. G. TYLER MILLER
MR.
BLAKE T. Newton,
NEWTON, President
Mr. Blake
The State Board of Education
INAUGURAL ADDRESSBENEDICTION—
THE
REVEREND H. Conrad
CONRAD Blackwell,
BLACK WELL, Pastor
The Reverend
The Methodist Church, Harrisonburg
RECESSIONAL—

Madison College Orchestra

1:15 P.M.—Reception and luncheon for delegates, official guests,
and their wives — Harrison Hall
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THE
INVOCATION
The Invocation
THE
RIGHT Reverend
REVEREND FREDERICK
GOODWIN
The Right
Frederick Goodwin

Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Virginia

0 Almighty God, who has created man in thine own image,
and hidden
bidden him to serve Thee with all his mind, as well as heart
and soul, on this important day in the life of Madison College,
a school dedicated to the search for and the teaching of truth,
help us to understand aright our relationship to Thee, who art the
fountain of all wisdom, zuho
zvho art the Truth we seek. Keep us,
with whatever partial possession of truth we may have, ever
zvhom
humble before Thee by whom all things were created, in whom
all things exist; help us to realize that every possession of knowledge, every new insight into truth, zvhether
whether material or spiritual,
brings with it a responsibility to relate this knowledge to moral
and spiritual realities, lest the very truth by which we seek to
enrich men's mind turn upon us as a power of evil; for knowledge
zvithout
without Thee can never become the truth that makes men free.
With a dependence therefore upon Thee, and not upon man's
cleverness or sufficiency, may this institution go forward to everincreasing service to the people of this state and nation. Enlighten
zvith Thy zmsdom
with
wisdom those who teach and those who learn, that true
knowledge may be increased and all good learning flourish and
abound.
And especially do zve
we pray for him who today comes to the
responsibility of President of this College. He zvill
will need good
measure of zmsdom
wisdom and strength—grant it to him. Give him
patience and sympathy, administrative capacity and pastoral instinct, sufficient success upon earth, and at last the blessedness
of serving Thee in heaven. All of zvhich
which zve
we ask in the name of
Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.
AMEN.
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An Appreciation
AN
APPRECIATION of
OF
SAMUEL Page
PAGE Duke,
DUKE, President Emeritus

Dr.
DR. M'Ledge
M'LEDGE Moffett
MOFFETT

Dean of Women at Radford College

Mr. Chairman, Governor Tuck, Mr. Miller, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I appreciate very deeply the honor which your committee has
bestowed upon me by inviting me to speak upon this occasion. I
recognize how serious is my responsibility in attempting to evaluate the work of Dr
Dr. Duke as president of Aladison
Madison College and
his contributions to the progress of education in Virginia.
None of us can foretell how the long view of history will
picture the past forty years of higher education in this state. It
should, we think, place emphasis upon the growth and development
of higher education for women as a state function.
The opening of this college in September, 1909, gave birth to
a new era of educational opportunity for women in Virginia.
Prior to the establishment and subsequent opening of the three
colleges, Madison in 1909, Mary Washington in 1911, and Radford
in 1913, the Commonwealth had made little effort to provide higher
education for its women except through the inadequately supported school at Farmville.
The new schools, like Longwood, were established as service
institutions to the public schools of the state and were opened as
State Normal and Industrial Schools. The latter nomenclature
was in recognition of the rapidly growing national emphasis upon
vocational education. The names of the schools, as you know,
have been changed, first in 1914 by dropping "Industrial" from
the titles, then to State Teachers College in 1924, and later to their
present names.
Madison College was the first to open and therefore became
the pace-setter for the other colleges. It laid the ground work for
the standards and interpretation of teacher education on the college
9

level. It defined the type and function of vocational education
for women in this state. It developed a clientele favorable to
higher education for women at public expense. It justified by
its standards and quality of service the right of women's colleges
to increased capital outlay and support from public funds. It
built into the minds of people a readiness to accept an educational
pattern which differed somewhat from the traditional concept of
a college education. It liberalized education itself, in terms of
individual and social needs, by steadily increasing its offerings
through various curricula projected toward different professional
goals.
The younger colleges and Longwood early recognized the
challenge of the uniqueness of their position in the traditional
pattern of higher education in Virginia. As a result there has
always been a close unity and co-operative effort between them in
the development of fundamental principles of administrative policy,
curricular offerings, and programs of service to the State.
Each college has, however, developed and maintains its own
identity largely as a result of the adaptation of these principles,
held as common policies, by its chief executive, its faculty, and
its student clientele.
When one comes to a study of .the
,the contribution of anyone of
the leaders of these colleges he is forced to find the uniqueness of
this contribution through contrast of his subject with his contemporaries. The administration of Samuel Page Duke as president of
Madison College, 1919-1949, overlapped in part that of several of
Virginia's great educators who have passed to their reward, as
well as that of many of you here present today. Within this space
of thirty years, we have admired the cultured personality of Dr.
Alderman at the University of Virginia. We have seen the
fruitage of the vision of historic restoration by Dr. Chandler at
10
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William and Mary. We have known the benign fathcrliness
fatherliness of
Dr. Jarman for his "Fannville
"Farmville girls." We have shared in the
dce to the human call of that patriot of the Southfaith and scr
service
west Virginia, John Preston McConnell at Radford, and we have
felt deeply the lonely spirit of the great builder, Julian A. Burruss
of Virgimr
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Among these, as by you, Dr,
Dr.
Duke was known as an able college administrator.
Dr, Duke succeeded Dr. Burruss as president of Madison.
Dr.
Dr. Burruss and his associates had laid the foundation of this
institution. For a decade they had grubbed the soil of public
opinidn and planted well the seeds of much of the ground work
opinion
which I have recounted as some of Madison's contributions to the
fundamental principles of education for the women's colleges in
Virginia. In this connection, particular recognition should be
made to the impetus given by the Burruss administration to home
economics, physical and health education, and applied arts.
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hor you, who are students at Madison today, I should like
For
to point to the encouragement given by this first administration
to the use of student attitudes and opinions in developing farreaching college policies. The spirit of the builder was imparted
to all of us. The faculty disciplinary concept of the traditional
college was waning. It was easier, therefore, to establish as your
heritage, a student centered college. Along with the privilege of
student government, co-operative faculty-student planning, and
the intimacy of personal guidance, there was born in us a deep
sense of individual responsibility for group success, an immeasurable loyalty to and pride in our group achievements, and an urge
toward high standards of performance in all situations. This,
'ike to believe, is stiF
I like
still the prevailing characteristic of the Madison
tradition.
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Against this background of college growth and budding tradition, Dr. Duke took up his work as president at Madison in 1919.
He came from the State Department of Education where he had
served as a supervisor of secondary education. He brought, no
doubt, to his new position a definite conviction of the need for
improving the quality of education in Virginia through better
preparation and higher standards for teachers. This abiding conviction is evidenced by the fact that Dr. Duke was identified
throughout the years with every effort to raise professional standards of teachers from the former two years of training to the
present requirement of four years of collegiate professional study.
He encouraged his faculty to include in the various curricula of
the college a broad base of general education as a background for
the emphasis on professional skills. The development of this
aspect of his program he left largely to his faculty. He himself
soon became engrossed in the building program of the college.
I have been told that frequently he said that he preferred to
devote himself to the internal development of the college program
rather than to be forced to expend himself on its physical growth.
Nevertheless, it is around his techniques as an administrator that
Dr. Duke's more dominant characteristics seem to cluster. He
was direct, forthright, and somewhat rigid in the enforcement
of state and local policies. These policies, however, were the
result of meticulous study and research on his own part. He had
the reputation in state circles of being able to pull from his brief
case the data needed to sustain his position on any issue which
might arise. He was habitually so fortified because of his keen
foresight of and insight into the trends of educational practices
and policies in the State and nation. His accuracy of predication
and the factual basis for his judgment won for him a place of
high esteem and deference in policy-making groups. Perhaps
because he would not act on snap judgment nor upon sloppy incomplete reasoning, he was sometimes thought to be arbitrary.
12
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cold, and unresponsive to the ideas and plans of others. Nevertheless, those who understood his methods of work or learned to
know him as a friend and counsellor found him sympathetic,
considerate, and helpful in solving personal problems. His students considered him firm, yet understanding, just and humane
that the college
in dealing with issues of campus life. He believed fhat
be no better than its faculty. He therefore was untiring in
could he
his effort to build up the personnel of his staff and to provide
security for them through salaries, tenure, and retirement programs. Dr. Duke was essentially a one-man worker. Although
he was responsive to suggestions and understanding of those who
sought his counsel, for his own administrative problems it was
his habit to think them through until he saw them as a whole.
Then he directed the work to be done. His directions were explicit and to the point. When followed by his co-workers, they
made for uniformity of practices and orderliness of procedure and
brought system to the routines of college living. Many of these
routine directions were cleared through his office and often by his
personal attention. This attention to details as they contribute
to the functioning of the whole may account for the general
reputation of Madison College under the Duke administration as
being a smoothly run institution directed toward well-defined,
long-time goals and able to make an accurate evaluation of its
progress at any time.
The college as it stands today is a monument to the effectiveness of Dr. Duke as an administrator. Since 1919 the college
plant has been expanded from 10 buildings to 22 buildings. The
j capital outlay in structures has been increased from $224,461.79
l to $1,454,633.59. The student enrollment has increased from 306
to 1,338. The faculty has increased from 33 to 101 members.
This objective achievement is evidence of his right to the often
repeated designation of "Duke the Builder." It shows the breadth
13
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of vision and the almost uncanny ability he had in managing the
financial program of the college through securing state appropriations and in effecting local savings.
There are many less tangible values in Dr. Duke's work here
which it would be unfair to omit in this summary of his contributions. His statements of the ideals of Madison College as they
have appeared in the annual catalogs are a splendid analysis of his
philosophy of education. In these he stated the avowed purpose
of the college to the teacher education. The program of the college
therefore is projected, he said, to develop the type of person who
is possessed of characteristics desired in a teacher. These we
may summarize from this statement of educational ideals: a
wish on the part of the student to be educated, not just graduated;
to be educated a person should be neither a conformist to every
phase of the common order nor a radical, tending to change or
destruction; he must be a seeker after truth and right; creative in
thought and work; friendly, co-operative, and democratic in his
processes of social living; imbued with a genuine spirit of loyalty;
equipped with sound general education and the arts and skills of
his profession which enable him to live a complete and abundant
life.
Likewise Dr. Duke's code for good college teaching as recommended to his faculty is a functional set of standards which would
revolutionize college teaching if followed by only a few of us
who teach in such schools. These statements he concludes by
saying, "Good teaching is usually found where we have live student
interest, participation and discussion in class work; where a
liberal premium is placed upon independent thinking, creative
work and voluntary contributions by students; where clear, simple,
direct, easily understood statements are made by instructors;
where an instructor carefully prepares and plans his daily work
14

and keeps constantly in touch with developments in his field of
instruction; where a teacher is enthusiastic over the value of what
he is teaching but who, at the same time, is conscious of the value
and relationships of other subjects in the curriculum."
As a man Dr. Duke is immaculate in his personal appearance,
humane in his interests, enthusiastic in his play, diligent in his work,
honored and respected as a citizen, faithful and loving in his
family. In his personal life he is supported, encouraged, and counselled by Mrs. Duke, who, in her quiet, forceful way has, no
doubt, contributed a large part to his personal happiness and to
his success as an educational leader.
Thus, Mr. Miller, you receive as president of Madison College the mantle of your predecessors, who have laid well the
foundation and builded a structure of stability of purpose, breadth
of vision, and strength of character in the performance of its
function as a college. May this heritage prove to be a light for
the pathway of your own endeavour that the daughters of Madison
College may increasingly become "as cornerstones, polished after
the similitude of a palace."

15
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THE Salutation
SALUTATION
His Excellency
HIS
EXCELLENCY William
WILLIAM M. Tuck
TUCK
Governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia

It is an honor and a distinct pleasure to participate in these
r
ceremonies today marking the inauguration of the Hono
ablc G.
Honorable
Tyler Miller as President of Madison College.
I have been closely associated with Air.
Mr. Alillcr
Miller in the field of
public education in Virginia for the past three years and have
been well acquainted with his outstanding service as an educator
for a much longer period. It was my pleasure to appoint him
State Superintendent of Public Instruction early in my administration as Governor. The able and conscientious manner in which
he discharged the responsibilities of this high and important office
served to reflect credit not only upon himself but upon the public
services of the Commonwealth. It was from this position that
he was called to the Presidency of this great institution.
There is no more challenging opportunity in Virginia than
this now afforded the third president of Aladison
Madison College. The
character of our citizenship is molded in our homes, our churches,
and our schools. Our public school teachers, as custodians of the
minds of our children for a considerable part of their formative
years, carry one of the highest of all public responsibilities. Their
charges will be the citizens, the leaders, and the public officials of
tomorrow. Their education, their character, and their appreciation
for our great American heritage will determine the calibre of our
citizenship of the future. Theirs will be the responsibility of
safeguarding our cherished democracy and free institutions. The
principles inculcated by their teachers in the schoolrooms will thus
shape the future of America.
Aladison
Madison College, with its distinguished record of service to
the Commonwealth during the past forty years, occupies a key
position in this indispensable program of citizenship training.
The young women who go from the halls of this institution into
17
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the schoolrooms of Virginia, as well as those who accept the
responsibilities of parenthood and the home, will reflect the calibre
of their instruction here.
I am satisfied that the great contributions of this institution
under the two distinguished men who preceded President Miller,
Presidents Burruss and Duke, will be enlarged and expanded in
this new administration.
President Miller comes to Madison with a wealth of experience. With the exception of a three-year period, he has been
identified in responsible capacities with education in Virginia since
his graduation from the Virginia Military Institute in 1923. He
is fully cognizant of the needs and opportunities in the field of
public education in this State.
I congratulate Madison College in obtaining the services of
President Miller and extend, on behalf of the Commonwealth,
best wishes for a most fruitful and satisfying administration.
Virginia relies upon Madison College and all its faculty and officials to work steadfastly toward the strengthening of our way of
life through the careful and intelligent guidance of all those who
come within its sphere of influence.

18
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Address:
ADDRESS: Criticism
CRITICISM of
OF the
THE College
COLLEGE —
Regular
REGULAR and
AND Special
SPECIAL
Dr. J. Hillis
DR.
HILLIS Miller
MILLER
President of the University of Florida

This is a very happy occasion for your speaker. In the first
place, he has known your distinguished president for many years.
He honored me by attending my own inauguration, and we have
been associated as members of the Board of Control for Southern
Regional Education for almost two years. Many years before
that we were fellow students at Randolph Macon Academy. I
must confess that he caused me trouble at that time. We were
bitter scholastic rivals. He usually outdistanced me, and I have
a simple explanation of it. I was known as "Miller H.," and he
was known as "Miller T." This gave "Miller T." an alphabetical
advantage, since the professor called upon us in alphabetical order.
In my attempt to answer the questions put to me, I inadvertently
answered all questions which the professor was likely to ask anyone. Consequently, when "Miller T." was called upon, he knew
how to answer, or, to put it another way, how not to answer his
own question. I have had a wholesome dislike for alphabetical
arrangements ever since.
In the second place, it is always a joy for me to come back
to my native state. I have many happy memories associated with
earlier relationships in the state and with the University of Richmond, the University of Virginia, and the College of William and
Mary. I considered one of your former governors, John Garland
Pollard, one of my closest friends. I have had the satisfaction of
conferring an honorary degree upon another former governor of
this great state, now the distinguished president of the University
of Virginia. It has also been my privilege to know, to be associated
with, and to admire greatly the latest edition of famous Virginia
governors, The Honorable William Munford Tuck.
My third reason for being happy over the privilege of being
here today is the fact that it was at this institution I chose the

21
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companion for my fireside. I promoted this romantic project as
rapidly as possible, but I must confess that it was seriously retarded by local social rules and regulations governing such matters.
It may be that this institution has not graduated a great many
college presidents, but I can attest the fact that at least one of its
graduates has had more to do with higher education than is generally known. After seeing your lovely girls today, I would advise
other college and university presidents to make further inroads
upon your Alumnae Association. On the other hand, I would
be compelled to advise the young ladies to give the matter careful
consideration before making firm commitments.

It is the traditional heritage of a new college president that
he has the right to bring in an outside speaker on the occasion of
his inauguration. This arrangement has two specific purposes.
First, this adjunct to the inaugural program is charged with the
responsibility of saying nice and flattering things about the ultimate "choice" of the Board of Trustees. This function, if well
done, vindicates the Board for its choice, and reassures the new
president that he is capable of fulfilling the assignment. The
second reason for having an outside speaker at an inaugural program is to guarantee that there will be an expert (i.e., an ordinary
person who is a long way from home) who will have the temerity
to discourse learnedly on the value of higher education in general
and the merits of the local institution in particular.
I hasten to add that on the occasion of my own inauguration
I invited four outstanding authorities and assigned two of them
to each of the functions outlined above. With this arrangement,
and with a disproportionate amount of guile, we have survived at
the University of Florida for a little over two years. This is
roughly half of the average tenure for college and university

22

presidents in the United States. I am advised by my friends, and
by some who are not so friendly, that from now on I am on my
own.
College presidents fit no ordinary pattern. Some are battle
heroes with martial glamour. These men, some contend, make
good disciplinarians and father surrogates, and they have tough
hides. Others fall into the following categories: ex-governors,
defeated candidates, medical physicists, plain physicists, biologists,
zoologists, life members of the teaching guild, converted deans,
business executives, Rhodes scholars, research scholars, ordinary
scholars, crack administrators, state educational administrators,
professional money raisers, and "big names."
The college presidency can be summarized pretty well by a
quotation from the article, "Prowling for Campus Presidents,"
written by Dixon Wecter of the Huntington
Huntingdon Library and published in the Saturday Review of Literature in September, 1948.
Wecter said:
Campuses are always on the prowl for presidents. The first
shall be last, in security of tenure, and we are told that the
average term of office these days—-what
days—what with trustee disagreements, irate alumni, local politics, restiveness, stomach ulcers,
and hypertension—is less than five
five years, in
in contrast
contrast to
to the calm
and
half-century harvest of a Butler or Kirkland. A hearty extrovert, with steady nerves, speechmaking stamina, and an infinite
tolerance for dining out, seems well-nigh
well-nigh indispensable; othertolerance
wise, the pace proves almost as killing as in the White House,
though most casualties choose resignation to death in harness.
And the president's wife is a subject in herself. Her social
social
Anl
endurance must match her husband's, although it is generally
endurance
granted that her gifts of wit
wit and beauty had better inspire the
granted
lightest touch of sympathy rather than envy.

Having externalized his private impression of college presidents in general, your speaker is now prepared to discharge his
first responsibility to the new president of this illustrious college.
I am advised that when the Board of Trustees of Madison College
set forth to find a leader, they decided that he must be hard23
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working, with a glint of vision in his eye. He had to be a champion
of free speech and a man of thought and action. He had to be
a man of independent mind and an energizer of others. He had
to be a defender of the faith and possessed of serenity and justice.
He had to be a man with administrative talent and managerial
ability who could serve as arbiter of administrative complexities.
The Trustees were looking for a cash-raiser—a tempter of the
affluent. They were looking for a man characterized by spokesmanship, leadership, and educational statesmanship. He had to
be a philosopher of education and known for his intellectual
venturesomeness.
It is a distinct pleasure for me to join this great audience
today in saluting your distinguished president as the man for
whom the trustees have been searching and upon whom they have
placed the mantle of responsibility for administering this splendid
institution. With all jest aside, he has the characteristics of a
great college president, and he has our very best wishes as he
proceeds to discharge his heavy responsibilities.
Our subject today calls for a bit of explanation. We confess
that it is an unusual subject. Criticism of the college da la carte
implies that we have a table d'hote menu of criticism as well.
That is precisely what we mean to imply. We have had a steady
diet of unsavory dishes served up by the critics of the colleges for
a long time. The culinary art of these critics has not in all instances
been superior. The result has been a kind of dull monotony not
unlike the results obtained by any other poor cuisine.
If we were to serve the regular menu today, you would know
about what to expect. The first item on such a "bill of fare" would
be the charge that the colleges of America have either gone voca24
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tional or that they have not gone vocational. There are just a?
as
many who contend that colleges are theoretical and that they fail
to prepare students for the work of the world, as there are those
who contend that they have gone vocational. These two criticisms,
which form a kind of dichotomy in educational circles, emanate
from two entirely dillerent
different sources. The vocationally minded
critics are those who have never had a chance through actual experience to understand or to appreciate the true nature of liberal
education. Like the man who operated a ceramic industry, and
who contended that all he asked of each of his employees was
that he put a million handles on tea cups during his lifetime,
are those who see vocational training as the only goal of education.
Only those who have experienced liberal thought, abstract reasoning, ami
and the joy of a fertile imagination can appreciate the purposes and results of liberal education. However, in many cases
this type of critic has also gone too far. We conclude, therefore,
that those who hold these extreme positions have done higher
education a great disservice. It is encouraging to note that there
are powerful voices today that are trying to bridge the gap between
liberal education on the one hand and vocational or professional
education on the other.
The second run-of-the-mill criticism of the college is that
students spend too much time participating in extracurricular
activities to the neglect of more important considerations. This
criticism is also highly controversial. Do extracurricular activities
belong to the "pros" or the "cons" of college life? We admit
the conilict
conflict between Myriapoda and Cephalopoda—between
Cephalopoda—-between the
centipede and the octopus. The "activities centipede" prances
about on every college campus with his hundred feet trampling
down the tender plants of many a noble ambition. Groups of
octopuses reach out to conquer him. Discussed in more familiar
language, every college campus boasts of a hundred extracurricular
25
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activities, and every student conceives himself fully capable of
taking over his quota. In the terrific struggle to keep the centipede
under control, the octopuses find they have their hands, or arms,
full—so full, in fact, that they have little time or effort to spend
on the serious business of mental and spiritual growth. So runs
the criticism! Many a critic has gotten mental indigestion trying
to decide which is pro and which is con in this debate.
It is interesting to note how many of the general criticisms
of the college are controversial. To give another example, there
are many critics who contend that we have placed too much
emphasis upon the natural sciences to the neglect of the social
sciences and the humanities. There are just as many, however,
who contend that we have neglected the natural sciences, in the
sense of understanding them and diagnosing their implications for
the orderly and safe development of the modern world.
Goethe, more than a hundred years ago, sensed the danger
covered by the word "asocial." This danger is admirably covered
in a publication entitled Teaching and Scholarship and the Res
Publica by Franz Schneider:
The danger lies in the fact that by comparison the problems
dealing with man, his social and human problems, are so utterly
chaotic that in consequence anyone with brains prefers to turn
his eyes and efforts in the other direction, and become a scientist.
....Though
. . . .Though these investigations originally began to help man
find his bearings and to acquaint him with the nature of his
earthly habitat, the investigations have now become so fascinating in themselves that the investigator too often turns utterly
asocial and even resents being expected to take an interest in
public affairs and social questions.

Some critics have gone so far as to suggest that colleges and
universities might well consider closing their laboratories, turning
their attention toward developing a capacity for moral integration
against artificially created human suffering, and developing the
26

will to halt the terrific assaults un
on fundamental human rights
which exist in modern society.

The sum and substance of this

issue, in our opinion, is that we ought to do both in the colleges,
just as we should have curricular and extracumcular
extracurricular activities,
and just as we
wc should have liberal and vocational education.

Another routine criticism of the college is that it is "ivory
worship
towerish." This criticism usually comes from those who worst
ip
the god of practical affairs or from those who would turn our
training.
gardens of learning into fields of traming.
better not be dismissed too lightly.

criticism
This cri
icism had

its current rather
If it, with ns

be turned into a constructive crifcism
criticism to
superficial character, can lie
the effect that the colleges and umversities
universities must assume a positive
responsibility for directing change in the modern world, itit could
very well be placed in the category of vital and compelling criticisms
of the college to which we are about to turn our attention.

we have only three possibilities open to
The fact remains that wo
us in the modern world. We may call this present industrial and
mechanized system a satisfactory system and seek no change.
strife, and
However, we have unemployment, injustice, poverty, stnfc,
war, and they are social abnormalities towards which we cannot
maintain even reasonable complacency. A second possibility is to
corncakes.
abolish the system and to go back to homespuns and corncakcs.
are as irrevocably committed
This is not likely to happen. We arc
to machinemade products—travel, food, clothing, reading, sanitation, and housing—as we are to our mother tongue. The hands
of the clock will not turn back. The third possibility is that we
learn the techniques of this industrialized civilization, make it
our servant, and gradually change it into something better.
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So long as our existing civilization is the unstable and uncertain lot of man it has turned out to be, the colleges and universities
cannot maintain the aloofness that scholars and gentlemen theoretically seek. On the contrary, colleges and universities must contribute to the stability of society and its institutions. They must
concern themselves with tasks of insuring that the present structure and institutions function as intended and that they are not
exploited or despoiled by individuals, groups, or movements which
are disloyal to the basic ideals and best interests of the American
people. They must contribute their maximum to the intellectual
evolution of society and to its institutions and their gradual but
constant readaptation to changing social conditions. In brief, it
is the responsibility of the leaders of our colleges not to let their
institutions fall ino a drowsy and impotent routine.

To run the entire gamut of general and regular criticisms of
the college would encroach upon time we have reserved for the
special or pet criticisms of the speaker.

There are many more

criticisms that go to make up the table d'hote menu. We have
not touched upon what people say for and against intercollegiate
athletics, or what they say about individualized education vs.
factory-like procedures, to mention only two in addition to those
to which reference has already been made.

However, there is

one more criticism which has become altogether too commonplace.
We refer to the charge that the colleges and universities are hotbeds of radicalism and breeding places for communism.

This is

part of an hysteria which is sweeping the country relative to the
invasion of foreign ideologies and the process by which their
eradication is pursued by the defenders of the faith.
piece de resistance of all criticisms.
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It is the

\ our speaker takes second place to no man with regard to
Your
his hatred of communism and its enslavement of the human soul.
He has called communism, fascism, Nazism, and totalitarianism
communicable mental diseases. They are more deadly than the
communicable diseases which have attacked the bodies of men.
Millions must not be left defenseless against such dangers. Education, religion, and the instruments of democracy must be depended upon to control the "virus" which destroys the minds and
souls of men.

But let us comment upon another aspect of the matter. It
is true that communism can damage democratic institutions and
destroy individuals. However, second only to the damage that
can be done by communism is the damage that can be done to
institutions and individuals by unscrupulous persons who bring
false and unfounded charges. Such persons should be despised
and condemned by all decent and right-thinking people. No defenses are needed against such persons except the professional
reputation and personal character of individuals and the steady
and dependable reputation and integrity of institutions.

However, false and unfounded charges pose a definite threat
to democracy itself. The concern for freedom of inquiry, freedom to teach, freedom to learn, freedom to speak, and freedom to
publish, is not academic, for these freedoms are of the essence of
democracy. The exercise of these freedoms represents the avenue
through which truth is discovered, identified, transmitted, and
promulgated. Let no person or group of persons prevent you
from exercising these high privileges without which democracy
itself could not survive and stand against the enslavement of
mankind.
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No better way can be found to state the matter than to quote
from the immortal Milton;
Milton:
And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play
upon the earth, so Truth be in the field, we do injuriously by
licensing and prohibiting to misdoubt her strength. Let her and
Falsehood grapple; who ever knew Truth put to the worse, in
a free and open encounter? Her confuting is the best and surest
suppressing. . .For who knows not that Truth is strong, next to
the Almighty; she needs no policies nor strategems, no licensings
to make her victorious; those are the shifts and defenses that
error uses against her power; give her but room, and do not
bind her when she sleeps. (Areopagitica)
The run-of-the-mill criticisms which have been catalogued
thus far may be found in any old cafe where men and women
elect to satiate themselves mentally at the expense of the colleges.
We would not deny that there is some nutritional value in this kind
of "bill of fare." However, any further "rehashing of the victuals"
would not be desirable at this time. For more delectable and
savory dishes we shall have to consult the a la carte service.
There are criticisms of the college that hold greater promise
of constructive benefits. We shall explore only three, and these
you will find to be so interrelated that they may well be considered
as one. We refer to the confusion that exists relative to the
relationship between teacher education and liberal education, the
confusion which exists relative to the aims, goals, and purposes
of liberal education, and to the disposition to substitute secondary
aims for primary aims in liberal education.
There was a time when teacher education had little or no
traffic with liberal education, and, by the same token, liberal education had little traffic with teacher education. While we are
willing to concede that, to a considerable extent, that time is now
past and gone, it must also be conceded that there is still too much
of a dichotomy in this total field which should be characterized
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by unity rather than by divergence or disunity. In many institutions, the College of Education does not enjoy a wholesome and
workable relationship with the College of Arts and Sciences. In
other institutions, the department of teacher preparation is not
cordially acknowledged by other departments. It must also be realized that in certain quarters the independent
■ndepcndent or separate teachers'
colleges do not get along well with liberal arts colleges. These
institutional estrangements arc
are barl
bad enough, but the failure to see
the true educational or philosophical relationship between liberal
education, in the finest sense of that term, and teacher preparation,
in the best sense of that concept
concept, is a still greater tragedy. As
we have previously stated, we are willing to concede progress with
respect to both aspects of this problem, but when the matter is
realistically assessed we rind
find much still to be desired.
We need not dwell extensively on the first phase of this subject. As colleges for teachers are improved, they arc
are more and
more able to take their rightful place among colleges and universities in general. Certainly, as teaching has taken on more of the
aspects of a major profession, the colleges for teachers arc
are taking
a prominent place among the professional schools of the country.
While your speaker was serving in New York State, the eleven
teacher training institutions were given the status of colleges and
admitted to the State Association of Colleges and Universities.
This sort of thing has taken place in
m many other states, including
the State of Virginia. Moreover, observable progress is being
made on university campuses with regard to a more wholesome
relationship between the colleges or schools of education and other
schools and colleges of the university. This is all on the plus
side of the ledger.
We cannot be so sanguine about the second phase of the
problem, namely, the integration between liberal education and
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teaching methodology. There is still a tendency at the elementary
and secondary level to require so many professional courses that
teachers are not as liberally educated as they ought to be. By
the same token, at the college and university level, we have scholars
who are not possessed of even the rudiments of good techniques
of teaching. It is difficult to say which is worse—ability to teach
with too little to impart, or to be loaded with knowledge without
knowing anything about the target or how to pull the trigger.
The discussion is obviously being exaggerated for the sake
of emphasis. Progress has been made in this regard. The days
when two years' preparation was considered adequate for teaching
purposes are happily gone in most states. The old normal school
type of institution is rapidly disappearing. In a number of places
the five-year program of teacher preparation has been introduced.
In many institutions the master's degree, and in somewhat fewer
the doctorate, is being offered. Salaries for teachers are being
raised in many states, thus enabling teachers to spend more time
in study and travel.
When all has been said and done, the fact remains that teacher
training institutions are everlastingly vulnerable on the score that
they can so easily neglect thoroughness and comprehension in the
field of liberal education. It is the considered judgment of some
of us that the standing and reputation of teacher training institutions depends quite as much upon their programs of general or
liberal education as upon their programs of methodology and
professionalism.
This phase of our subject might be detailed indefinitely, but
we are interested today only in making the point that teacher
preparation institutions and departments are exceedingly vulner32

able if they do not see to it that their graduates are comprehensively
and liberally educated.
We are eager at this time to turn our attention to two fundamental criticisms of liberal education itself. By taking two contrasting statements, made by responsible scholars in their attempt
to define the aims of liberal education, we can come to grips immediately with the issue involved in our criticism of it. The
first statement was made by a committee which participated in the
Fourth Annual Conference on the Humanities, sponsored by the
School of Humanities of Stanford in 1946. This statement
follows:
Let us say, therefore, that the purpose of a liberal education
is to develop the highest capacities of man's total nature so that
he may both respond harmoniously to the world about him and
to his crucial needs of the moment and
rebuild the world closer
1
his highest aspirations.1

The second statement was made by Hoyt H. Hudson before
his untimely death and published posthumously:
Hence the aim of a liberal education can best be presented
Hence
not in a single statement, but by way of examining actual pernot
sonal and social needs to be met, dangers to be avoided, and
modes of healthful activities to be pursued.22
modes
The first of these statements is illustrative of the "good life"
theory of liberal education. The second seems to recognize that
the goals of liberal education are more specific. This contrasting
situation gives me an opportunity to restate what I have called
elsewhere3 an instrumental or—heaven save us—a practical theory
of liberal education. It has long been my contention that liberal
education should function in action, that a special, or at least
definitive, kind of conduct and behavior should be the outcome.
^Continuity of Liberal Education, (Stanford University Press, 1947).
^Continuity
22
Hoyt H.
Hoyt
H. Hudson,
Hudson, Educating
Educating Liberally,
Liberally, (Stanford
(Stanford University
University Press,
Press, 1947).
1947).
SS
J. Hiilis
and Harvest in
in Liberal Education," The EducaJ.
Hillis Miller, "Seedtime and
tional Record,
Record, April, 1946.
tional
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In developing this theory, we admit a distinction between liberal
education and vocational education, but the distinction is not in
terms of specificity. In my opinion, liberal education is just as
instrumental and just as practical as vocational or professional
education. The objectives are different in kind but not in degree.
Medical education leads to the practical outcome of diagnosing
and treating diseases of the human organism. The ophthalmologist
and the optometrist treat the human eye. The veterinarian prepares himself in his professional school to treat the diseases of
animals. The watchmaker is taught to make and to repair watches.
The implication is that such practical courses lead to very practical
behavior. But all such professional and vocational persons will
have problems to solve for which their acknowledged practical
courses do not prepare them. They will have need for other
practical courses. In other words, the doctors, veterinarians,
ophthalmologists, engineers, and watc:
wat>_. nakers
makers must discharge citizenship responsibilities, civic duties, and personal obligations. The
exercise of judgment in these areas is not less exacting than the
exercise of judgment in the fields in which these practical men of
affairs make a living and serve their fellowmen. With respect
to the former the goals are defined, but with respect to the latter
the colleges are still in process of defining their objectives.
We keep talking in our colleges about the values of truth,
beauty, and goodness—in brief, the "good life." Liberal education, they say, is its own reward. The liberal arts are ends in
themselves. That is to say, building a bridge, performing an
appendectomy, and curing a cow are practical outcomes of education; but acting so as to be healthy, choosing a symphony, discriminating between values, passing on social security benefits,
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electing a mayor, and working tor
for peace are not praciical
practical outcomes
of education. The selection of paintings for our home, books for
our library, records for our phonograph, furniture for our living
room, programs for our radio—all involve criiical
critical judgments. The
choice of leaders for our Congress, mayors for onr
our cities, amendments for our Constitution, legislation for our statute hooks,
books,
policies for our international relations, plans for our slums, programs for our youth, companions for our firesides—all represent
critical situations in which we must decide and act. A specialized
engineering education is not called for here because we are not
concerned with bridges and turbines, but we are dealing with
practical problems which are more important.
What we are saying is that the liberal arts colleges had better
defining their objectives in practical terms. They will then
start defming
have no difficulty competing with vocational education, and they
will have no difficulty justifying their existence as a part of the
great program of higher education in this country. To stand
against ignorance, muddlc-headedness,
muddle-headedness, and crassness is well and
good, but it is high time we recognized liberal education for what
it is, namely, that kind of education that prepares one to meet
clearly defined personal and social needs, to avoid specific dangers,
and to choose what healthful activities one should pursue and
how to pursue them.
The second phase of our criticism is that the colleges have not
distinguished between the primary and the secondary aims and
goals of education. To open up this discussion, we begin with
the thought that there are certain primary objectives to which
few liberal arts colleges actively subscribe. Health and mental
health should be placed first, not only for the individual but also
for society, and every effort should be spent toward social changes
which will make the world a healthier place hi
in which to live, and
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social changes which will be conducive to more security, less
frustration, strain, and distortion of human personality. Without
these essentials little else can be accomplished in the world.
Education should guide students toward work which is personally satisfying and socially useful, and it should look toward a
reorganization of our social and economic order so that we can
put more of our human resources to work.
It seems that knowledge has been identified with college. We
college presidents are not opposed to it. But, as Hudson said,
"Knowledge that may be termed 'understanding' is better than
knowledge that may be termed 'recognition' or 'acquaintance'."
In other words, knowledge should be realized in experience.
Therefore, knowledge has instrumental value. We love it also,
to be sure, for its intrinsic contribution to understanding.
Education has aesthetic implications. Artistic living can
hardly be achieved without knowledge and appreciation of the arts.
To facilitate the creation and enjoyment of beauty is implied in
culture, and it is the moral responsibility of colleges to encourage
it. Few do.
In recent years colleges are constrained to educate for leisure.
We observe many people who have graduated from college who
seem to be lacking in the fundamental capacity to enjoy life at its
best. They spend most of their time in what Tolstoi calls the
"stunting" of human life. We seem to teach people to escape
from reality. We should teach them to escape into reality.
For the sake of brevity, let us bracket three other major
objectives that colleges should pursue. First, we should be ambitious to free our students from intimidations, hypocrisy, help36

lessness, dependence, and blind conformity. Second, we should
seek to achieve genuine co-operation of many different people
toward common ends. Finally, we should be ambitious that our
graduates deserve to lead. The lags and rigidities which now
retard social progress must be removed, and we should expect our
students to help remove them.
As the capstone for these objectives we would place the need
for moral, ethical, and spiritual growth. Let there be no mistake
about it, it is imperative that we combat the secularization of life
and education with a strong and vital religious faith. Leave out,
if you will, and at whatever hazards there may inevitably be,
strong emphasis upon physical and mental growth, but do not
leave out, we humbly pray, a vital faith in and a recognition of
our dependence upon the God and Father of us all.
It seems to be a fair assumption that colleges have not considered liberal education in such terms. Let us repeat them:
health, mental health, work, knowledge, art, recreation, integrity,
co-operation, leadership, and a strong religious faith. The colleges
are more familiar with what one might call secondary objectives,
or the means to these socially desirable ends. The colleges hope
their students will study society and the forces which move within
it, in order that they might have a social frame of reference.
They want their students to know how individual human beings
grow and develop. They want them to master a particular field
of subject matter. They want them to strive for techniques in
getting along with people and making adjustments in social situations. The colleges want their students to develop skills in reading,
writing, and speaking. They want them to know how to discover
and use the resources of organizations, institutions, and traditions
of communities. They want them to develop skill in using
libraries, references, and bibliographies.
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In brief, the colleges want their students to become skillful,
scholarly, and to possess knowledge of man and his work. In the
final analysis, these are means to the larger ends to which reference has been made. They are secondary, and they should be
subordinated to the primary goals. We would then be definitely
aiming toward developing the following type of person: one
possessing good health, sane balance of personality, mastery of
the techniques of his profession, breadth and depth of intellectual
interest, artistic appreciation and skill, interest in recreational
activities, habits of co-operation, a capacity for continuous growth,
leadership responsibility, and a dynamic religious faith. Moreover,
we should expect such a person to contribute toward a society
that is healthier, happier, more efficient in using its resources,
more liberating for individuals, more co-operative and better able
to adapt itself to changing conditions.
By this analysis we can begin to understand what is meant by
the instrumental theory of liberal education. The aims of liberal
education, then, can best be presented "by way of examining
actual personal and social needs to be met, dangers to be avoided,
and modes of healthful activity to be pursued."
To sum it all up let me challenge Madison College and all
other colleges to produce the kind of people described by my good
friend Ordway Tead, Chairman of the Board of Higher Education of New York City, when he said:
We need people who are able to identify the best values in
living and who know so clearly what those are and why they
are good that they will expend effort for their realization and, if
necessary, make sacrifices for them. We need people with a
developed sense of community responsibility, of awareness of
where a public interest lies, of what purposes can be widely
held in common, and of the obligations which a democratic faith
imposes for conduct which is equalitarian, which cherishes freedom, and which promotes universal fraternal regard. We need
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people who can see there is a unity in all knowledge as it is
directed to the task of social amelioration. We need people who
are reverent as they confront the necessity of conforming to
natural law as that is progressively discovered. We need people
who
who are humble in the recognition that all of truth is
is not known
and who are, therefore, eager to extend understanding as a basis
basis
for mastery. We need people who are able to be moved by the
wonder of the starry firmament above and the moral law within;
who through the noble voices of all great art will be sustained
and elevated; and who, in their contemplation, meditation, or
or
other soul-searching, will find there refreshment and renewal
for the
the human
human spirit.
spirit. Integrity
Integrity of
of character,
character, devotion
devotion to
to public
public
for
good,
commitment and
and loyalty
loyalty to
the finest
vision, fraternal
congood, commitment
to the
finest vision,
fraternal concern irrespective
irrespective of
of race,
race, creed,
creed, and
and color,
color, persistent
belief in
in
cern
persistent belief
the meliorative
meliorative possibilities
of human
human life,
life, all
all of
of these
these qualities
qualities
the
possibilities of
4
of personality must be unfolded and deepened in
in effectiveness.
It is in confronting this need that the liberal college finds its
central mandate.

'Ordway Tead, "The Problem of First Principles in Higher Education,"
"Ordway
The Educational Record Supplement, January, 1948.
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Induction
INDUCTION of
OF Mr.
MR. G. Tyler
TYLER Miller
MILLER
Mr. Blake
MR.
BLAKE T. Newton
NEWTON
President of the State Board of Education

^

George Tyler Miller:
I, Blake Tyler Newton, President of the State Board of
Education of the Commonwealth of Virginia, by virtue of the
authority vested in me, do here and now, on this tenth day of
December, 1949, install you as President of Madison College,
Harrisonburg, Virginia, with all the honors, emoluments, perquisites and responsibilities incumbent in this high position.
May I express to you, on behalf of the President and members
of the State Board of Education, our best wishes for a happy
and successful administration of this high office.
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I
The INAUGURAL
Inaugural Address
THE
ADDRESS
Mr. G. Tyler
MR.
TYLER Miller
MILLER
President of Madison College

President Newton, Senatot
Senator Button, other Members of the State
Board
Board of Education, Governor Tuck, Distinguished Guests, and
Friends:
my friend, Hillis
In his very able and scholarly address, iny
Hi His
Miller, has made reference to our former associations when we
were fellow students at Kandolph-Macon
Randolph-Macon Academy in Front
Royal, Virginia, and to our more recent associations as Members
Koyal,
of the Board of Control for Southern Regional Education.

i

I am most appreciative of the kind and gracious remarks
Dr. Miller in regard to my qualifications for the Presimade by Ur.
dency of Madison College. It would be easy for me to make
many complimentary statements about him and his able and distinguished service in the field of education. However, his record
is so well known that no words of mine would add luster to his
accomplishments. I do wish to say, however, that I sincerely
appreciate his acceptance of our invitation since it seems most
appropriate for him to be the speaker for this occasion. I feel
that this is true because of our personal associations as classmates
together in preparatory school; because of the fact that he is a
native Virginian who formerly resided in Warren County, only
about sixty-five miles from here; because he holds degrees from
two of Virginia's universities—the Bachelor's degree from the
UniUniversity of Richmond and the Master's degree from the Uni
versity of Virginia; and because of his notable accomplishment
in taking, as his life-mate, a most attractive and gracious lady,
Critzer,
an alumna of this college. The lady to whom I refer, Nell Crilzcr,
while here, was regarded as one of the most outstanding and
popular students on the campus.
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In assuming
Board of
In
assuming the
the assignment
assignment given
given me
me by
by the
the State
State Board
of
Education, to become President of Madison College, I approach
the responsibilities
the
responsibilities of
of this
this position
position with
with mingled
mingled feelings
feelings of
of pride,
pride,
humility, and satisfaction. I am sincerely grateful and deeply
appreciative of the confidence placed in me by the State Board of
Education in naming me to this position of honor and trust.
Naturally, I am proud to serve as administrative head of Madison
College, a college which, over a period of forty-one years, under
the constructive and able leadership of my two distinguished predecessors, the late Dr. Julian A. Burruss and Dr. Samuel P. Duke,
has rendered such outstanding service to the Commonwealth of
Virginia, It is my fervent prayer and sincere hope that through
Virginia.
God's guidance and help I may find wisdom and understanding
to meet successfully the challenge of this situation.
It is with genuine satisfaction that I embark upon the task
of directing the administration of a college largely dedicated to
the preparation of teachers for our public schools. As a public
school administrator for over twenty years, I have become increasingly conscious of the importance of improving our program
for the preparation of well-qualified public school teachers. It
was my privilege to serve for over three years as Superintendent
of
Public Instruction
of Public
Instruction of
of Virginia,
Virginia, under
under the
the appointment
appointment tendered
tendered
me by my valued, able, and distinguished friend, His Excellency,
Honorable William M. Tuck, Governor of Virginia, who has
honored us with his presence here today. In this capacity, I had
opportunity to become familiar with educational problems throughout the State. As Superintendent of Public Instruction, whenever
an appropriate opportunity was afforded through public addresses,
written articles, and news releases, I consistently stated and emphasized the importance of providing an adequate supply of properly prepared and well-qualified teachers for our public schools,
especially in the elementary grades where a serious shortage exists.
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It is my hope that this College, in the future, may make an even
greater contribution than in the past in helping Virginia solve
this problem.
I have selected as the subject of my address today "The Role
of Madison College in Virginia's System of Higher Education."
This subject deserves very comprehensive treatment; however, in
the time at my disposal, it is necessary that my discussion be brief
and that I present only some of the highlights and more important
aspects of the topic, as I view the situation.
It seems appropriate that, in discussing this subject, the
history and present status of the College be reviewed briefly; and
that future policies and needs be set forth in terms of the responsibilities and functions of the College in the years ahead.
Madison College, the second State college to be provided for
women in Virginia, was established by act of the General Assembly on March 14, 1908. The doors were first opened to students
on September 28, 1909. During the forty-one years of its history,
the institution has been known by four different names: The
Normal and Industrial School for Women, from 1908 to 1914;
the State Normal School for Women at Harrisonburg, from 1914
to 1924; the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg, from 1924
to 1938; and thereafter as Madison College, in honor of James
Madison, the fourth president of the United States.
Under the able and efficient leadership of two presidents, Dr.
Julian A. Burruss (1908-1919) and Dr. Samuel P. Duke (1919August 1, 1949), the growth of this institution has been truly
remarkable. This has been evidenced in the broadened scope and
enriched content of the curricula, in the numerical growth and
progressive development of the faculty, in the increase and maturity
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of the
of
the graduates,
graduates, and
and in
in the
the expansion
expansion and
and modernization
modernization of
of the
the
physical plant.
It is a fact of great significance that Madison College in so
few years has prepared approximately 2,500 of the nearly 14,000
white public school teachers in Virginia and that at the close of
this session will have graduated a total slightly in excess of 6,400.
To date, the institution has given instruction to over 21,000
different persons.
The 209 students enrolled during the first school year (19091910) came from 47 of the 100 counties and from 8 cities of Virginia. Only 3 states other than Virginia were represented. The
1,338 registrants last session came from 92 counties and 23 cities
of the Old Dominion. Twenty states (other than Virginia), the
District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico were representated by students who constituted about 15
IS per cent of the enrollment.
During the first years of the school's history, six "courses
of study" were offered to students: the Regular Normal Course,
the Training Class Certificate Course, the Professional Course
for Four-year High School Graduates, the Household Arts Course,
the Manual Arts Course, and the Rural Arts Course. The College now provides six major fields of concentration;
concentration: Education
in Teaching, Liberal Arts, Home Economics, Business Theory
and Practice, Music, and Library Science. These six fields are
subdivided into sixteen departments. Two liberal arts curricula
are now offered, one leading to the A.B. degree, the other to
the B.S. degree; and, in addition, three professional degrees are
conferred: the A.B. in Education, the B.S. in Education, and the
B.M. (Bachelor of Music).
Madison is now the only Virginia college for white students
which gives the full program of courses required by the State
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Board
of Education
Education for
for librarians
librarians in
in high
high schools
schools of
of two
two hundred
hundred
Board ol
students or more. It is one of the three insiHuhons
institutions in Virginia
designated to prepare teachers for home economics in the national
program under the Smith-Hughes Act. The
. ae School of Music
helps
to meet
meet the
the growing
growing demand
demand for
for teachers
teachers of
of public
public school
school
helps to
music.
During
the
fall
of
1945,
a
counseling
service
was
inaugumusic. During the. fall of 1945, a counseling service was inaugurated
at Madison
Madison College
College under
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of aa full-time
full-time
rated at
director of student guidance and personnel.
■
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.
It
has long
long been
been the
the established
established principle
principle at
at Madison
Madison .College
College
It has
that
good teachers
teachers cannot
cannot be
be produced
produced by
by poor
poor teachers.
teachers. ThereTherethat good
fore,
high
qualification
in
training,
experience,
and
character
have
fore, high qualincation in training, experience, and character have
always
been requisites
requisites for
for appointment.
appointment. The
The first
first corps
corps of
of teachers
teachers
always been
numbered twelve, only one of whom held the Ph.D. acgre..
degree.
Today
the
faculty
numbers
over
100
well-trained
and
highly
Today Ihe faculty numbers over 100 well-trained and highly
skilled
instructors, more
more than
than 30%
30% of
of whom
whom holu
hold the
the Ph.D.
skilled instructors,
■ . ■ degree.
"Cgrce.
During the first session of 1909-10, the 209 registrants and
the teaching staff had but three buildings in which to live and to
1
work.
Today, nearly
nearly 1,500
1,500 students
students and
and staff
staff find
find twentytwenty-three
work. Today,
hree
buildings provided for their comfort and convenience, situated on
a beautiful campus of 62 acres.
Before concluding the factual statements concerning the
history of the College, mention should be made of the significance
of
the change
change made
made in
in the
the name
name of
of the
the institution
institution by
by an
an act
act of
of the
the
of the
General Assembly in 1938. This act designated that, after June
12, 1938, it should be known as "Madison College." In an article
appearing in The Virgiria
Virginia Teacher m
in March, 1938*, by Dr.
Samuel
P.
Duke,
former
President
of
the
College, an
an enlightening
enlightening
Samuel P. Duke, former President of the College,
•The
Teacher, Vol. XIX, No. 3.
'The Virginia Tiacher,
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explanation
explanation is
is given
given as
as to
to the
the appropriateness
appropriateness of
of this
this name,
name,
"Madison," for this institution.
In the
In
the statements
statements with
with respect
respect to
to public
public education
education and
and the
the
advancement of knowledge made by some of the Founding Fathers
of
of our
our great
great Nation,
Nation, the
the sentiments
sentiments of
of the
the great
great Jefferson
Jefferson have
have
been
often been
been made
been most
most frequently
frequently quoted.
quoted. Also,
Also, reference
reference has
has often
made
to
and enlightento Washington's
Washington's views
views in
in regard
regard to
to the
the education
education and
enlightenment
of
the
citizenry
in
order
to
make
democracy
function.
ment of the citizenry in order to make democracy function. For
For
some
some reason,
reason, the
the views
views of
of another
another great
great Virginian,
Virginian, James
James Madison,
Madison,
about
public recogniabout universal
universal education
education have
have not
not been
been given
given the
the public
recognition they deserve.
As Dr.
article in
As
Dr. Duke
Duke has
has so
so clearly
clearly pointed
pointed out,
out, in
in the
the article
in The
The
Virginia Teacher, entitled "Introducing Madison College," not
only did
popular and
only
did James
James Madison
Madison stand
stand for
for popular
and higher
higher education,
education,
but
in
his
Seventh
Message
to
Congress
in
1815
he
expressed
but in his Seventh Message to Congress in 1815 he expressed in
in
forceful terms his concern for the education of teachers for the
schools of our country.
Furthermore, in one of
pression to sentiments which,
for the selection of his name

his state papers, Madison gave exin themselves, would be justification
for a teachers' college;
college:

A
A satisfactory
satisfactory plan
plan for
for primary
primary education
education is
is certainly
certainly aa
vital
vital desideratum
desideratum in
in our
our republic.
republic.
Perhaps the most impressive and forceful statement of Madison, with respect to education, is presented in the following significant words:
A
popular information
the
A popular
popular government
government without
without popular
information or
or the
means
tragedy,
means of
of acquiring
acquiring it
it is
is but
but aa prologue
prologue to
to aa farce
farce or
or aa tragedy,
or, perhaps,
will forever
ignorance;
or,
perhaps, both.
both. Knowledge
Knowledge will
forever govern
govern ignorance;
and
people who
and aa people
who mean
mean to
to be
be their
their own
own governors
governors must
must arm
arm
themselves
knowledge gives.
themselves with
with the
the power
power which
which knowledge
gives.
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This sentiment of the "Father of our Constitution" should
ever be regarded as a beacon light for stimulating advancement in
education at all levels and for justifying adequate financial support from public funds for public education.
Before closing the chapter on the history of the College,
briefly the policies pursued in the past at this
let us consider brief!}"
institution for financing operation and maintenance, as well as
capital outlays for new structures and alterations of existing
buildings.
Although Madison is a state-supported college, sometimes the
fact is overlooked that, throughout the years of its existence, its
maintenance expenses have been met principally
operation and maintenance,
from revenue derived from sources other than tax funds, such as
tuition charges, student fees, and other miscellaneous items. For
the fiscal year, 1938-39, only 13% of the total operation and maintenance expense was provided from State appropriations. Luring
During
that year the total charges for tuition and fees for boarding
students from Virginia amounted to $318.00, and $378.00 for
non-Virginians. For the 1947-48 fiscal year, only 21.2% of the
total of such expenditures was received from State appropriations.
The total of the charges for tuition and fees for boarding students
from Virginia for that year was $445.00 and for non-Virginians
$545.00. For the last fiscal year, 1948-49, only 21.9% of the
total expenditure for operation and maintenance was received
from State appropriations. For that year the total of tuition
charges and others fees was raised to $500.00 for boarding
$600.00 for non-Virgnihns.
non-Virginians.
students from Virginia and to 8600.00
The administration of Madison College and the State Board
of Education have consistently endeavored to keep tuition charges
and other fees at the lowest possible figure in order to encourage
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capable students to attend the College and prepare themselves for
teaching in
teaching
in the
the public
public schools.
schools. However,
However, even
even though
though these
these
charges have been kept at a minimum, it is significant and reflects
much credit on the former administration that it has been possible
to provide
to
provide for
for an
an effective,
effective, broad,
broad, and
and well-balanced
well-balanced program
program of
of
instruction without a larger percentage of support from State
appropriations.
The matter of providing for capital outlays for physical
facilities is one of the most serious and important problems to
be met by every institution of learning. For State-supported
colleges with little or no endowment funds, this constitutes a
particularly difficult problem. Capital outlays for new buildings,
alterations of existing structures, and purchase of new property
have been financed at Madison College by five methods, or combinations of methods, as follows
follows:: (1) by State appropriations for
buildings used for instruction and administration; (2) by State
appropriations, supplemented by federal P. W. A. grants for both
instructional and dormitory facilities; (3) by supplemental funds
from bond issues for dormitories and the purchase of new property; (4) by a special fund raised by the loyal alumnae of the
College to aid in the construction of Alumnae Hall; and (5) by
use of annual surpluses derived from economical operation of
the College, frequently used for such capital outlay purposes as
alterations of buildings, purchase of equipment, and other miscellaneous capital outlay items.
Thus, it can be seen that, even though the State has carried
a large part of the expenses of capital outlays, a considerable
amount for such purposes has been derived from sources other
than the tax funds of the Commonwealth.
It would seem inappropriate to complete my discussion of
the history and present status of the College without mentioning
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the strong ideals which have motivated the life of this institution
from the beginning. A high regard for sound standards of scholarship and achievement has been fostered; the enduring qualities
of character and of leadership have been implanted; a deep sense
of loyalty and affection for the State and the Nation has been
inculcated; and a sincere appreciation of the manifestation of
friendliness and good will has been instilled. This is the "Madi'Madison Spirit."'
Spirit." • May it ever be preserved and fostered as the College
moves on to greater achievements in the years ahead!
The problem which overshadows all others in the field of
teacher education in Virginia continues to be that of an acute
shortage of certificated teachers for the elementary schools and
similar shortage
shortage of
of candidates
candidates in
in Virginia
colleges who
who are
are prepreaa similar
\ irginia colleges
paring to teach in elementary schools.
A careful analysis of teacher education, certification, school
enrollment, and attendance trends in Virginia indicates the grave
situation facing our public school system unless immediate ana
and
concerted action is taken to improve conditions with rcspeci
respect to
securing more well-qualified elementary teachers.
that the teacher shorlage
shortage situation is a two-fold
It is evident thai
problem, since there is a need (1) to increase the supply of elementary teachers and (2) to improve the preparation of teachers,
both in the colleges and through in-service experience^
experiences if
in the
schools.
. Many of the steps which need to be taken to improve the
are not the responsibility of the teachers' colleges.
teacher situation arc
I refer to such matters as improved salaries and retirement
system, equalization of teachers' salaries throughout the State,
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improved
guidance at
improved working
working and
and living
living conditions,
conditions, better
better guidance
at the
the
high school
high
school level,
level, appropriate
appropriate revisions
revisions of
of certification
certification requirerequirements,
ments, expansion
expansion and
and adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the Teachers'
Teachers' Scholarship
Scholarship
Plan, and others.
However,
However, the
the teachers
teachers' colleges
colleges do
do have
have
making
certain
adjustments
and
expansions
making certain adjustments and expansions
grams in
grams
in order
order to
to assist
assist in
in the
the solution
solution of
of
perplexing problem.

aa responsibility
responsibility for
for
of
their
own
proof their own prothis
this important
important and
and

During
During the
the past
past ten
ten or
or fifteen
fifteen years,
years, it
it has
has become
become generally
generally
accepted
that
colleges
engaged
in
the
task
of
preparing
accepted that colleges engaged in the task of preparing teachers
teachers
should
should provide
provide aa sound
sound liberal
liberal education
education for
for all
all students
students in
in order
order
that
knowledge and
that teachers
teachers may
may have
have aa broad
broad background
background of
of knowledge
and
understanding which can only be acquired through study of our
cultural heritage; and, at the same time, they should offer programs
grams in
in specialized
specialized areas
areas and
and in
in professional
professional education
education which
which
will
enable
teachers
to
impart
effective
instruction
to
children
will enable teachers to impart effective instruction to children and
and
youth.
important for
have aa broad
youth. It
It is
is not
not only
only important
for aa teacher
teacher to
to have
broad backbackground
ground of
of knowledge
knowledge but
but she
she must
must also
also have
have the
the professional
professional "know
"know
how
to
direct
effectively
the
learning
experiences
of
children.
how"
As has been stated in the first part of my presentation today,
in
in keeping
keeping with
with national
national trends,
trends, Madison
Madison College,
College, like
like many
many other
other
former normal schools for women, has broadened its offerings
while, at
while,
at the
the same
same time,
time, it
it has
has maintained
maintained and
and improved
improved its
its proprofessional courses in education. Also, specialized programs in the
fields of home economics, business education, library science,
music, art, and physical and health education have become established as important and integral parts of the curricula of the
College. With the further increasing demands for more specializted knowledge in specific fields, the College is faced with the
ized
serious problem of keeping the several curricula in balance, as
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J between content subjects in the arts and sciences and the specialized
problem
fields and professional courses. The solution of this proolem
demands constant study and evaluation, re-study, and re-cvaluation
re-evaluation
i of the curricula and arrangement of courses offered by the College.
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Several recent nation-wide studies indicate that the critical
shortage of high school teachers is past, with the exception of
the field of home economics, in which the shortage is still acute;
therefore, it appears that many students may be graduating from
college, prepared for high school teaching, who will not readily
find employment. For this reason, it seems that there is an urgent
need for the immediate establishment of sound, thorough, carefully
planned programs, designed to prepare college graduates for elcelementary teaching. Such programs would enable those who have
mcnlary
prepared to become secondary teachers, and liberal arts graduates,
to become properly prepared for teaching in the elementary grades.
The fact that, in Virginia, men constitute a remarkably low
the total number of those engaged in teaching in
percentage of th&.total
the public schools is a matter for serious concern, as it is generally conceded that more men teachers are needed in both the
high school and the upper grades of the elementary school in
order to bring about a wholesome balance in the instructional
Virginia have gone into
situation. That relatively few men in Virgima
be attributed, in part, to the former policy at our
teaching may he
teachers' colleges of admitting only women during the regular
session. Recently, information has been secured which indicates
tax-supported .teachers'
that only four of the 164 lax-supported
eachcrs' colleges in the
United States, who arc
are members of the American Assocation
Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education, are limited to one sex. Of these
four, three are located within Virginia—Madison, Longwood, and
Radford Colleges. The law establishing Longwood and Madison
as teachers' colleges does not prohibit the enrollment of men
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students, but it only specifically authorizes that women be enrolled
at these institutions.
Beginning with the session, 1946-47, men students were admitted to
to Madison
heavy pressure
mitted
Madison College
College on
on account
account of
of the
the heavy
pressure on
on
the other
the
other colleges
colleges for
for the
the enrollment
enrollment of
of veterans.
veterans. For
For the
the current
current
year, there
year,
there are
are 120
120 men
men students
students enrolled
enrolled at
at Madison.
Madison. About
About 35%
35%
of
these
are
in
the
teaching
curricula,
whereas,
in
1946-47,
of these are in the teaching curricula, whereas, in 1946-47, only
only
65 men
65
men students
students were
were enrolled,
enrolled, and
and only
only about
about 7%
7% were
were in
in the
the
teaching
curricula.
I
understand
that
there
has
been
a
somewhat
teaching curricula. I understand that there has been a somewhat
similar
similar experience
experience at
at Longwood
Longwood College
College since
since men
men were
were first
first
enrolled there
enrolled
there in
in 1946-47.
1946-47. It
It would
would appear
appear that
that the
the continued
continued
enrollment, on a fully authorized legal basis, of men students at
these two
these
two colleges,
colleges, within
within aa few
few years,
years, would
would help
help considerably
considerably
to increase
increase the
to
the number
number of
of men
men teachers
teachers in
in our
our public
public high
high schools,
schools,
and
in
the
elementary
schools,
as
principals
and
teachers
of
and in the elementary schools, as principals and teachers of upper
upper
elementary grades.
Many of
Many
of our
our outstanding
outstanding teachers
teachers who
who wish
wish to
to pursue
pursue adadvanced work
work beyond
vanced
beyond the
the four
four years
years required
required for
for aa baccalaureate
baccalaureate
degree
find
it
advisable
to
go
outside
of
the
borders
degree find it advisable to go outside of the borders of
of our
our State
State
to secure
to
secure the
the type
type of
of programs
programs they
they desire
desire if
if they
they wish
wish to
to receive
receive
graduate credit for such advanced work. While it is important
that many
pursue graduate
that
many of
of our
our teachers
teachers pursue
graduate work
work in
in colleges
colleges outoutside of
of the
side
of Virginia,
Virginia, because
because of
the broadened
broadened influence
influence of
of such
such
experiences, at the same time, it behooves us to provide in Virginia
more
more adequate
adequate and
and suitable
suitable offerings
offerings at
at the
the graduate
graduate level
level so
so that
that
many Virginia
Virginia teachers
their
many
teachers may
may have
have such
such advantages
advantages within
within their
own State.
own
State. In
In my
my opinion,
opinion, our
our teachers'
teachers' colleges
colleges should
should cercertainly
provide
graduate
programs,
especially
for
teachers,
printainly provide graduate programs, especially for teachers, principals, and
cipals,
and supervisors
supervisors of
of the
the elementary
elementary schools,
schools, and,
and, probably
probably
through cooperative arrangements with the University of Virginia
and Virginia Polytechnic Institute, plans should be developed so
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that part of the work in certain graduate fields for high school
} teachers might be taken at the teachers' colleges, with the completion of such programs and degrees granted at the University
.niversity
and Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
In order that we may admit to the teaching curricula only
those persons who would appear to have the qualifications for
becoming able teachers, it is necessary that we make careful
1
crtainly, all will
5 evaluation of our present admission policies. Certainly,
agree that those who are to become teachers with the responsibility
of guiding the instructional experiences of our children and youth
should be well endowed with the mental equipment to perform
their tasks effectively and should be persons of high character and
determined purpose.
In the preceding statements, I have attempted to outline
some of the current serious problems in the field of teacher education. In order that Madison College may make its contribution
in helping to solve these problems, it appears that the following
consideration:
steps need prompt and careful consideration;
the present
1. A study of the advisability of revising 1he
teaching curricula to provide for more common elements
in the fields of elementary and secondary education, so that
barriers which prevent students from
there may be fewer harriers
transferring from the secondary teaching curricula to the
elementary curriculum, and vice versa.
2. Inauguration of post-graduate programs for secondary
school teachers and liberal arts graduates (without professional training) to prepare them for teaching in the
elementary grades.
3. Further development and strengthening of our college
guidance and consultation service.
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4. Improved
4.
Improved and
and expanded
expanded observation
observation and
and practice
practice teachteaching
opportunities
in
the
elementary
and
secondary
ing opportunities in the elementary and secondary schools,
schools,
under contractual
under
contractual agreements
agreements with
with the
the City
City of
of Harrisonburg
Harrisonburg
and Rockingham
campus
and
Rockingham County,
County, and
and also
also provision
provision for
for aa campus
training school for the College.
5. Provision
5.
Provision for
for the
the college
college staff,
staff, and
and administrative,
administrative,
supervisory, and
supervisory,
and instructional
instructional personnel
personnel in
in the
the public
public schools
schools
to
work
together
more
closely
in
planning
the
teaching
to work together more closely in planning the teaching curricurricula
in
the
college
and
the
in-service
programs
in
the
public
cula in the college and the in-service programs in the public
schools.
6. Full
6.
Full legal
legal authorization
authorization for
for the
the admission
admission of
of men
men
students
and
the
establishment
of
the
College
as
a
coeducastudents and the establishment of the College as a coeducational institution.
7. Inauguiation
graduate programs
7.
Inauguration of
of graduate
programs for
for teachers,
teachers, prinprincipals,
and
supervisors
of
the
elementary
schools,
and
study
cipals, and supervisors of the elementary schools, and study
of
advisability of
of the
the advisability
of such
such programs
programs on
on aa cooperative
co6perative basis
basis
with
with the
the University
University of
of Virginia
Virginia and
and Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic
Polytechnic
Institute
Institute for
for general
general and
and specialized
specialized fields
fields for
for secondary
secondary
school teachers.
8. Study
8.
Study of
of the
the advisability
advisability of
of revising
revising the
the admission
admission
policies
policies of
of the
the College
College to
to insure
insure better
better selection
selection of
of capable
capable
candidates for the teaching profession.
In
In addition
addition to
to the
the foregoing
foregoing proposals
proposals for
for improvement
improvement of
of
the
instructional
program
of
the
College,
it
appears
that
it
will
be
the instructional program of the College, it appears that it will be
necessary
necessary to
to provide
provide expanded
expanded physical
physical facilities,
facilities, both
both in
in the
the way
way
of
instructional
space
and
dormitories.
If
this
is
not
done
within
of instructional space and dormitories. If this is not done within
aa reasonable
reasonable period
period of
of time,
time, the
the program
program of
of the
the College
College will
will be
be
hampered and less effective instruction will result.
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In
1,500
Jn the long range plan of the College, an enrollment of 1,5C0
students may he
be anticipated. Of these, 1,200 or 1,300 may be
boarding
students
housed on the campus. At the present time,
hoarding
•of
of the 1,214 students enrolled, 959 are housed in our dormitories.
Some of these students are living under very undesirable conditions. In many instances, three students are occupying dormitory
rooms designed for only two. This condition must be corrected
as rapidly as additional facilities can he
be provided. Our budget
requests for the 1950-52 biennium include proposed appropriations
for two dormitories, in addition to the one now under construction.
This request constitutes a vital need and it is hoped that our
General Assembly may see fit to act favorably upon the proposal.
The most pressing capital outlay need at the present time is for
a new Science Building. Funds have been appropriated by the
State for this purpose but have been found to be insufiicient,
insufficient, and
it is estimated that $3fX),000
$300,000 additional will be needed to go forward with this project.
A need almost equally as great is for a Fine Arts Buddmg.
Building.
A request for an appropriation for this purpose has also been
included in our proposed budget for the next biennium.
Other improvements needed at the present time include the
first unit of a campus school to provide better training facilities
for student teachers, and renovations and additions to Manry
Maury
Hall, the oldest building on the campus used for instructional
Ilall,
purposes. Since this building is not fireproof, it needs to be
renovated, and classrooms and office space should be added to
provide for normal growth of the College.
In discussing the role of Madison College in Virginia's system
of higher education, 1I have attempted to review for you the
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history, accomplishments,
history,
accomplishments, and
and present
present status
status of
of the
the College,
College, and
and
to
present
to
you
my
views
as
to
the
responsibilities,
opportunities,
to present to you my views as to the responsibilities, opportunities,
and
needs of
the College
and needs
of the
College in
in carrying
carrying out
out its
its mission
mission to
to continue
continue
to render
to
render outstanding
outstanding service
service to
to the
the Commonwealth.
Commonwealth. Some
Some of
of
the
proposals
should
be
carried
out
as
promptly
as
possible.
Obvithe proposals should be carried out as promptly as possible. Obviously, other
ously,
other proposals
proposals must
must be
be considered
considered as
as aa part
part of
of aa long
long
range development plan.
It is
public school
It
is my
my considered
considered opinion
opinion that
that the
the great
great public
school
system of
system
of our
our State
State can
can move
move forward
forward no
no faster
faster than
than the
the advanceadvancement which
in those
their
ment
which takes
takes place
place in
those institutions
institutions which
which have
have for
for their
function the
man
function
the preparation
preparation of
of qualified
qualified persons
persons with
with whom
whom to
to man
the
schools.
Therefore,
it
is
imperative
that
we
think
of
our
the schools. Therefore, it is imperative that we think of our
teachers' colleges
teachers'
colleges as
as an
an important
important part
part of
of the
the structure
structure of
of the
the
public
school
system
of
the
State.
In
making
funds
available
for
public school system of the State. In making funds available for
the improvement
an unquesthe
improvement of
of our
our public
public school
school system,
system, which
which is
is an
unquestioned
and
imperative
need,
care
should
be
taken
that
the
tioned and imperative need, care should be taken that the further
further
improvement
and
expansion
of
these
institutions
which
prepare
improvement and expansion of these institutions which prepare
the teachers
the
teachers should
should not
not be
be neglected.
neglected. Improvement
Improvement and
and expanexpansion
at
both
levels
must
be
made
if
real
progress
is
to
be
achieved.
sion at both levels must be made if real progress is to be achieved.
In my
In
my direction
direction of
of the
the administrative
administrative affairs
affairs of
of Madison
Madison
College, II pledge
College,
pledge my
my best
best efforts
efforts in
in attempting
attempting to
to improve
improve the
the
present teacher situation in Virginia.
the fine
II am
am appreciative
appreciative of
of the
the outstanding
outstanding work
work and
and the
fine cocooperation
of
the
faculty,
other
members
of
the
staff,
students,
operation of the faculty, other members of the staff, students,
and alumnae
and
alumnae of
of this
this College
College in
in assisting
assisting the
the administration
administration in
in
carrying
out
its
objectives.
In
dedicating
myself
to
the
task
of
carrying out its objectives. In dedicating myself to the task of
administering the
administering
the affairs
affairs of
of this
this College,
College, II solicit
solicit the
the continued
continued
whole-hearted assistance and cobperation
cooperation of the alumnae, students,
faculty, and
faculty,
and other
other members
members of
of the
the staff.
staff. With
With such
such cooperation
cooperation
and assistance,
and
assistance, with
with the
the support
support of
of the
the citizens
citizens of
of Virginia,
Virginia, and
and
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with Divine guidance, I believe that Madison College will advance
m with Divine guidance, I believe that Madison College will advance
past.
'fcpi to even greater achievements than in the
it I
I do not feel that ]I can conclude my remarks without joining
41
with
that able
able and
and distinguished
distinguished alumna
of this
this College,
College, Dr.
Dr.
with that
alumna of
if J
M'Ledge
Moffett,
in
paying
tribute
to
my
able
predecessor
who
M'Ledgc
4fl devoted so many consecrated years of his life to the development
vears
>
of this
this great
great institution.
institution. M
While
time does
does not
not permit
permit me
me to
add
J of
hile time
lj add
to the
deserved tribute
tribute already
already paid
paid to
to him
him by
by Dr.
Dr. Moffett,
Moffett, II do
do
to
the deserved
jUT.
wish to
to say
say that
that II am
am fully
fully in
in accord
with
her
statements,
and
f wish
accord with her slatements, and II
IK-1:
am most
most appreciative
appreciative of
of his
his great
great and
and successful
successful efforts
efforts to
to improve
improve
am
llii; J
and
expand
the
instructional
program
and
the
physical
facilities
• J and expand the instructional program and the physical facilities
i I
f a' Ij of the College.
il I
As President
President of
of Madison
Madison College,
College, 1I shall
shall attempt
attempt to
direct
As
to direct

its affairs
affairs so
so that
that the
the splendid
splendid progress
progress made
made during
during Dr.
Dr. Duke's
Duke's
its
;»I administration will be continued. It will be my purpose to follow
06 J the
path clearly
clearly marked
marked by
by him
him in
in keeping
keeping the
the College
College on
on aa sound
sound
the path
fil financial basis, in constantly seeking to improve the quality of the
11 faculty and staff, and in consistently rendering the best possible
service to the State by the preparation of well-qualified teachers
for our public schools, as well as qualified persons ior
for other
appropriate professions, at reasonable charges for tuitron
tuition and
ilf 1
other necessary expenses.

ii
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The
THE Benediction
BENEDICTION
The Reverend
THE
REVEREND H. Conrad
CONRAD Blackwell
BLACKWELL
Pastor of the Methodist Church, Harrisonburg

The Lord bless thee and keep thee; the Lord
■make his face to shine upon thee and he
be gracious
make
to thee; the Lord lift up his countenance upon
thee and give thee peace.
Amen.
AMEN.
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The
THE Order
ORDER of
OF the
THE Procession
PROCESSION

The Marshall

i

L

m

THE PRESIDENTIAL PARTY
i

The Governor of the Commonwealth
The President of the State Board of Education
The President

II

The Inaugural Speaker
The Dean of Women, Radford College
The Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church for the Diocese of Virginia
The Pastor of the Harrisonburg Methodist Church

THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
BLAKE T. Newton,
NEWTON, President
Blake

Dowell
DOWELL G. Howard,
HOWARD, Secretary
Robert Button
ROBERT
BUTTON

LEONARD G. Muse
MUSE
Leonard

Edgar
EDGAR G. Gammon
GAMMON

W. N. Neff
NEFF

Gladys
GLADYS V. V. Morton
MORTON

ROSE MacDonald
MACDONALD SKOGGS
Rose
Skoggs

DELEGATES OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
1636—Harvard
1636—HARVARD University
UNIVERSITY
Robert Eliot Lutz

1746—
PRINCETON University
UNIVERSITY
1746—Princeton
John Alexander Sawhill

1693—College
1693—COLLEGE of
OF William
WILLIAM and
AND
Mary
MARY
John E. Pomfret

1749—
WASHINGTON and
AND Lee
LEE
1749—Washington

1696—St.
1696—ST. John's
JOHN'S College
COLLEGE
Robert C. Crawford
1701—Yale
1701—
YALE University
UNIVERSITY
Glenn Whitmore Ruebush

1764—
BROWN University
UNIVERSITY
1764—Brown
Hester Hastings

University
UNIVERSITY
Charles Porterfield Light, Jr.

1766—Rutgers
1766—RUTGERS University
UNIVERSITY
Thomas R. Bender

1740—University
1769—DARTMOUTH College
COLLEGE
1740—
UNIVERSITY of
OF Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA 1769—Dartmouth
Harrison S. Dey
Richard D. Connolly
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1773—Dickinson
1773—
DICKINSON College
COLLEGE
Foster E. Brenneman
1776—Hampden-Sydney
1776—HAMPDEN-SYDNEY College
COLLEGE
Edgar G. Gammon
1782—Washington
1782—WASHINGTON College
COLLEGE
Joseph H. Freedman
1783—Transylvania
1783—TRANSYLVANIA College
COLLEGE
Bessie Johnson Lanier
1787—Franklin
1787—FRANKLIN and
AND Marshall
MARSHALL
College
COLLEGE
Carol LeVan Plott
1789—George
1789—
GEOEGE Washington
WASHINGTON
University
UNIVERSITY
Harry B. Dyche

1819—Centre
1819—CENTRE College
COLLEGE of
OF
Kentucky
KENTUCKY
Charles Haynes McMullen
McMulIen
1819—University
1819—UNIVERSITY of
OF Virginia
VIRGINIA
Ivey F. Lewis
1824—Kenyon
1824—KEN YON College
COLLEGE
Don C. Wheaton
1826—Lafayette
1826—LAFAYETTE College
COLLEGE
Spencer Danby, Jr.
1829—Illinois
1829—
ILLINOIS College
COLLEGE
Mary M. Brady
1830—Randolph-Macon
1830—RANDOLPH-MACON College
COLLEGE
J. Earl Moreland
1831—Alabama
1831—ALABAMA University
UNIVERSITY
W. G. Bean

1789—University
1789—UNIVERSITY of
OF North
NORTH
Carolina
CAROLINA
Jay Leumas Curtis

1832—Gettysburg
1832—GETTYSBURG College
COLLEGE
L. O. Carbaugh

1791—University
1791—UNIVERSITY of
OF Vermont
VERMONT
Frederic E. Ford

1832—University
1832—UNIVERSITY of
OF Richmond
RICHMOND
George Matthews Modlin

1793—Williams
1793—WILLIAMS College
COLLEGE
Edwin P. Lehman

1832—Wabash
1832—WABASH College
COLLEGE
Louis Spilman

1794—University
1794—UNIVERSITY of
OF Tennessee
TENNESSEE
Bernadotte E. Schmitt

1833—Kalamazoo
1833—KALAMAZOO College
COLLEGE
Earl Pierson

1795—Union
1795—UNION University
UNIVERSITY
George L. Shelley

1833—Mercer
1833—MERCER University
UNIVERSITY
I. B. Hall

1800—Middlebury
1800—MIDDLEBURY College
COLLEGE
Robert F. Burrowes

1833—Oberlin
1833—OBERLIN College
COLLEGE
Walter J. Gifford

1807—University
1807—
UNIVERSITY of
OF Maryland
MARYLAND
Linden N. Spitzer

1836—Emory
183di—EMORY & Henry
HENRY College
COLLEGE
Foye G. Gibson

1809—Miami
1809—MIAMI University
UNIVERSITY
Allan Ragan

1837—Earlham
1837—EARLHAM College
COLLEGE
Helen S. Robbins

1809—Saint
1809—-SAINT Joseph's
JOSEPH'S College
COLLEGE
J. J. Morrison

1837—Marshall
1837—MARSHALL College
COLLEGE
Mack H. Brooks

1815—Allegheny
1815—ALLEGHENY College
COLLEGE
Jess S. Ogden

1838—Medical
1838—
MEDICAL College
COLLEGE of
OF Virginia
VIRGINIA
J. E. Wine

1817—University
1817—UNIVERSITY of
OF Michigan
MICHIGAN
Mabel Kirley Robinson

1839—Virginia
1839—
VIRGINIA Military
MILITARY Institute
INSTITUTE
Richard J. Marshall
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1841—Ohio
1841—
OHIO Wesleyan
WESLEYAN University
UNIVERSITY
Leland Schubert

1853—Washington
1853—WASHINGTON University
UNIVERSITY
Karl H. Maier

1842—The
1842—
THE Citadel
CITADEL
M. A. Pittman

1854—Hamline
1854—
HAMLINE University
UNIVERSITY
Margaret Snyder

1842—Hollins
1842—
HOLLINS College
COLLEGE
Bessie Carter Randolph

1855—
BEREA College
COLLEGE
1855—Berea
R. B. Strickler

1842—Mary
1842—
MARY Baldwin
BALDWIN College
COLLEGE
Frank Bell Lewis

1857—Upper
1857—
UPPER Iowa
IOWA University
UNIVERSITY
Lewis Frederick Havermale

1842—Roanoke
1842—
ROANOKE College
COLLEGE
H, Sherman Oberly
H.

1859—
AVERETT COLLEGE
1859—Averett
College
Curtis Bishop

1845—Adrian
1845—
ADRIAN College
COLLEGE
Bessie Richardson

1861—
MASSACHUSETTS Institute
INSTITUTE
1861—Massachusetts

1846—Bucknell
1846—
BUCKNELL University
UNIVERSITY
Charles M. Teufel
1847—Otterbein
1847—
OTTERBEIN College
COLLEGE
James L. Ruebush
1847—State
1847—
STATE University
UNIVERSITY of
OF Iowa
IOWA
Margaret Ann Harrington

..

1848—Muhlenberg
1848—
MUHLENBERG College
COLLEGE
J. G. Miller
1850—Hiram
1850—
HIRAM College
COLLEGE
Mary E. Latimer
1850—Illinois
1850—
ILLINOIS Wesleyan
WESLEYAN
UNIVERSITY
University

Eloise Orser

1851—Hope
1851—
HOPE College
COLLEGE
Earl R. Purchase
•0

1851—Milwaukee-Downer
1851—
MILWAUKEE-DOWNER
College
COLLEGE
R. P. Marshman
1851—Northwestern
1851—
NORTHWESTERN University
UNIVERSITY
Frederick L. Brown

1852—Stratford
College
STRATFORD COLLEGE
1 1852—
John C. Simpson

1852—Westminster
1852—
WESTMINSTER College
COLLEGE
Josephine K. Treser

OF
TECHNOLOGY
of Technology

Benjamin W. Partlow
1861—
UNIVERSITY of
OF Colorado
COLORADO
1861—University
John A. Sawhill
1861—
VASSAR College
COLLEGE
1861—Vassar
Charlotte Allen
1862—
WEST VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY
1862—West
Virginia University
Jeanette S. Lockard
1864—
SWARTHMORE COLLEGE
1864 SwARTHMORE
Robert B. Taylor
1864—
BATES College
COLLEGE
1864—Bates
Charles Earl Packard
1865—
CORNELL University
UNIVERSITY
1865—Cornell
R. S. Edmundson
1865—
UNIVERSITY of
OF Kentucky
KENTUCKY
1865—University
Leland Bradley Snoddy
1865—
WORCESTER Polytechnic
POLYTECHNIC
1865—Worcester

Institute
INSTITUTE
Clarence E. Anderson
1866—
LEBANON Valley
VALLEY College
COLLEGE
1866—Lebanon
E. E. Miller
1866—
STATE Teachers
TEACHERS College,
COLLEGE,
1866—State
KUTZTOWN,
PENNSYLVANIA
Kutztown, Pennsylvania

Eileen K. Dodd
1866—
UNIVERSITY of
OF New
NEW
1866—University

Hampshire
HAMPSHIRE

F. E. Mullen
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1867—Cedar
1867—CEDAR Crest
CREST College
COLLEGE
R. Lamb

1875—Shenandoah
1875—SHENANDOAH College
COLLEGE
L. P. Hill

1867—Northeast
1867—NORTHEAST Missouri
MISSOURI State
STATE
Teachers
TEACHERS College
COLLEGE
Paul O. Carr

1875—Wilmington
1875—WILMINGTON College
COLLEGE
C. Lloyd Bailey

1868—Southern
1868—
SOUTHERN Seminary
SEMINARY and
AND
Junior
JUNIOR College
COLLEGE
Margaret Durham Robey
1869—University
1869—UNIVERSITY of
OF Nebraska
NEBRASKA
Clifford Sandahl
1869—Wilson
1869—
WILSON College
COLLEGE
Rene Lawrence Wenger
1870—Ohio
1870—OHIO State
STATE University
UNIVERSITY
Raymond J. Poindexter
1870—Syracuse
1870—
SYRACUSE University
UNIVERSITY
Ruth Laura Phillips
1870—Wellesley
1870—WELLESLEY College
COLLEGE
Fay W. Brabson
1871—Shepherd
1871—
SHEPHERD College
COLLEGE
Oliver S. Ikenberry
1871—Smith
1871—SMITH College
COLLEGE
V. Shea
1872—Virginia
1872—VIRGINIA Polytechnic
POLYTECHNIC
Institute
INSTITUTE
Walter S. Newman
1873—College
1873—COLLEGE of
OF Notre
NOTRE Dame
DAME of
OF
MARYLAND
Maryland
W. Templeton Norris

1876—Johns
1876—JOHNS Hopkins
HOPKINS University
UNIVERSITY
Henry A. Converse
1880—Bridge
1880—BRIDGE water
WATER College
COLLEGE
Warren D. Bowman
1880—Presbyterian
1880—PRESBYTERIAN College
COLLEGE
Albert G. Edwards
1880—Temple
1880—TEMPLE University
UNIVERSITY
Albert Pincus
1883—University
1883—UNIVERSITY of
OF North
NORTH
DAKOTA
Dakota
Lois Marmon Flannery
1884—Longwood
1884—LONGWOOD College
COLLEGE
Dabney S. Lancaster
1885—Springfield
1885—SPRINGFIELD College
COLLEGE
Lawrence T. Ludwig
1886—University
1886—UNIVERSITY of
OF Chattanooga
CHATTANOOGA
Elizabeth Parker
1886—Winthrop
1886—WINTHROP College
COLLEGE
Emily R. Dingledine
1887—Occidental
1887—OCCIDENTAL College
COLLEGE
W. H. Durr
1888—Teachers
1888—TEACHERS College,
COLLEGE,
Columbia
COLUMBIA University
UNIVERSITY
Walter J. Gifford

1873—Texas
1873—TEXAS Christian
CHRISTIAN University
UNIVERSITY
1889—Georgia
1889-—GEORGIA State
STATE College
COLLEGE for
FOR
Walter Harry Griswold
WOMEN
Women
Catherine Beeson Wright
1873—Wilson
1873—WILSON Teachers
TEACHERS College
COLLEGE
Paul O. Carr
1889—Manchester College
1874—Southern
1874—SOUTHERN Illinois
ILLINOIS
University
UNIVERSITY
Allen W. Graves
1875—George
1875—GEORGE Peabody
PEABODY College
COLLEGE
for
FOR Teachers
TEACHERS
Paul Hounchell
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1889—MANCHESTER COLLEGE
Galen L. Stinebaugh

1889—State
Teachers College,
1889—-STATE TEACHERS
COLLEGE,
Slippery
SLIPPERY Rock,
ROCK, Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA
H. Mosca
1890—Colorado
1890—COLORADO State
STATE College
COLLEGE
Edward C. Beauvais

y

1890—UNIVERSITY of
OF Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA
1890—University
Bernice Chastain Poulson

1901—Texas
1901—
TEXAS State
STATE College
COLLEGE foe
FOR

1892—Blackstone
1892—
BLACKSTONE College
COLLEGE
John D. Riddick

WOMEN
Women
Alice Mary Aiken
1903—LYNCHBURG College
COLLEGE
1903—Lynchburg
Orville W. Wake
1905—
STATE Teachers
TEACHERS College,
COLLEGE,
1905—State
Kearney,
KEARNEY, Nebraska
NEBRASKA
Addah Jane Ludden Hurst
1906—Phillips
1906"—PHILLIPS University
UNIVERSITY
Sudie Y. Beck
1906—WESTERN KENTUCKY
STATE
1906—Western
Kentucky State
COLLEGE
College
Richard F. Grise

1892—Greenville
1892—GREENVILLE College
COLLEGE
George H. Coleman

1908—
MARY Washington
WASHINGTON College
COLLEGE
1908—Mary
M. L. Combs

1890—West
1890—WEST Virginia
VIRGINIA Wesleyan
WESLEYAN
College
COLLEGE
William John Scarborough
1891-—University
1891—UNIVERSITY of
OF Chicago
CHICAGO
Carl W. Broman
1891—Woman's
1891—WOMAN'S College
COLLEGE of
OF UniUNIVERSITY
versity of
OF North
NORTH Carolina
CAROLINA
Celeste Ulrich

1892—Pembroke
1892—PEMBROKE College
COLLEGE
Hester Hastings

II

1909—EAST Tennessee
TENNESSEE State
STATE
1909—East
COLLEGE
College
Burgin E. Dossett
1892—Rhode
1892—RHODE Island
ISLAND State
STATE College
COLLEGE
1910—RADFORD College
COLLEGE
1910—Radford
Phineas M. Randall
David W. Peters
1893—American
1893—
AMERICAN University
UNIVERSITY
1911—REED Institute
INSTITUTE
1911—Reed
Janice Hoover
Ray A. Clarke
1893—Hood
1893—HOOD College
COLLEGE
1913—FERRUM Junior
JUNIOR College
COLLEGE
1913—Ferrum
Margaret V. Hoffman
Nathaniel H. Davis
1893—Randolph-Macon
1893—
RANDOLPH-MACON Woman's
WOMAN'S
1914—
WESTHAMPTON College
COLLEGE
1914—Westhampton
COLLEGE
College
Marguerite Roberts
Theodore Henley Jack
1917—EASTERN Mennonite
MENNONITE College
COLLEGE
1917—Eastern
1894—Goshen
1894—GOSHEN College
COLLEGE
Ira E. Miller
Paul H. Martin
1918—SETON Hill
HILL College
COLLEGE
1918—Seton
1895—University
1895—UNIVERSITY of
OF Wichita
WICHITA
Therese D. Molyneaux
Helen M. Frank
1920—BALL State
STATE Teachers
TEACHERS
1920—Ball
1896—Flora
189<5—
FLORA MacDonald
MACDONALD College
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
College
Mary Womble
Ralph B. Linville
1898—Northeastern
1898—
NORTHEASTERN University
UNIVERSITY
1922—MURRAY State
STATE College
COLLEGE
1922—Murray
C.
D. Clancey
CD.
Frank R. Ellis
1899—Western
1899—WESTERN Washington
WASHINGTON
1926—-BERRY College
COLLEGE
1926—Berry
College
COLLEGE of
OF Education
EDUCATION
Ann Proctor Hanger
W. H,
H. Durr
1944—INSTITUTE of
OF Textile
TEXTILE
1944—Institute
1901-—Sweet
1901—SWEET Briar
BRIAR College
COLLEGE
TECHNOLOGY
Technology
George H. Coleman
Bertha P. Wailes
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DELEGATES OF LEARNED SOCIETIES AND
EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
AMERICAN
American Association
ASSOCIATION for
FOR the
THE
ADVANCEMENT
Advancement of
OF Science
SCIENCE

Delta Kappa
DELTA
KAPPA Gamma
GAMMA

Ruth J. Wilkins
Institute
INSTITUTE of
OF Early
EARLY American
AMERICAN
History
HISTORY and
AND Culture
CULTURE
American Association
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION of
OF Colleges
COLLEGES
Lester J. Cappon
for Teacher
FOR
TEACHER Education
EDUCATION
Dabney S. Lancaster
Kappa
KAPPA Delta
DELTA Pi
PI
Winogene
B. Mauck
American Association
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION of
OF
MODERN Language
LANGUAGE Association
ASSOCIATION
University Professors
Modern
UNIVERSITY
PROFESSORS
Joseph M. Carriere
Harold H. Garretson
NATIONAL Association
ASSOCIATION of
OF
National
American Association
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION of
OF
Deans of
DEANS
OF Women
WOMEN
University Women
UNIVERSITY
WOMEN
Hope Vandever
Mildred E. Taylor
NATIONAL
COUNCIL of
OF Geography
GEOGRAPHY
National
Council
American Chemical
AMERICAN
CHEMICAL Society
SOCIETY
Teachers
TEACHERS
John H. Yoe
Sidman Poole
American Council
AMERICAN
COUNCIL on
ON Education
EDUCATION
NATIONAL
COUNCIL of
OF Teachers
TEACHERS
National Council
Francis J. Brown
OF
ENGLISH
of English
Grady Garrett
American Dietetic
AMERICAN
DIETETIC Association
ASSOCIATION
Marguerite L. Pettee
PHI
KAPPA
Phi DELTA
Delta Kappa
Ullin W. Leavell
American Educational
AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL Theater
THEATER
Association
ASSOCIATION
PHILOSOPHY
OF Education
EDUCATION Society
SOCIETY
Philosophy of
Althea Hunt
J. P. Wynne
SOUTHERN
BUSINESS Education
EDUCATION
Southern Business
American Library
AMERICAN
LIBRARY Association
ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION
Association
Emma Linton Holman
Merle L. Landrum
American Mathematical
AMERICAN
MATHEMATICAL Society
SOCIETY
SPEECH
ASSOCIATION of
OF America
AMERICA
Speech Association
Gweneth Humphreys
Leland Schubert
American Society
AMERICAN
SOCIETY for
FOR Aesthetics
AESTHETICS
SOCIETY
OF the
THE Sigma
SIGMA Xi
XI
Society of
Charles E. Gauss
Joseph
Kent
Roberts
Association of
ASSOCIATION
OF American
AMERICAN Colleges
COLLEGES
VIRGINIA Academy
ACADEMY of
OF Science
SCIENCE
Virginia
Bessie Carter Randolph
Boyd Harshbarger
Association for
ASSOCIATION
FOR Childhood
CHILDHOOD
VIRGINIA Education
EDUCATION Association
ASSOCIATION
Virginia
Education International
EDUCATION
INTERNATIONAL
Robert F. Williams
Mary E. Leeper
VIRGINIA
LIBRARY Association
ASSOCIATION
Virginia Library
Association of
ASSOCIATION
OF American
AMERICAN
Carrol H. Quenzel
Geographers
GEOGRAPHERS
Raus Hanson
VIRGINIA
MUSEUM of
OF Fine
FINE Arts
ARTS
Virginia Museum
Leslie Cheek, Jr.
ASSOCIATION
OF Virginia
VIRGINIA Colleges
COLLEGES
Association of
ton
Martha S. Graf
Grafton
VIRGINIA
PHILOSOPHICAL
Virginia Philosophical
Association
ASSOCIATION
Chi Beta
CHI
BETA Phi
PHI
Lewis M. Hammond
Donald Clague
Mildred E. Taylor
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MEMBER OF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE
OF the
THE COMMONWEALTH
OF VIRGINIA
Representative of
Commonwealth of
Virginia

Burr Harrison

DELEGATES FROM THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA
THE
SENATE
The Senate

Lloyd C. Bird
Curry Carter
ii

n

Raymond R. Guest

THE House
HOUSE of
OF Delegates
DELEGATES
The

George S.
S. Aldhizer
Aldhizer II
II
George
Baldwin Locher
James O.
O. Stickley
Stickley
James
George Taliaferro
Robert Whitehead

OFFICIALS OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

The Attorney
General
THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
J. Lindsay Almond

COMMISSIONER
OF Planning
PLANNING and
AND
Commissioner of
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Economic Development

Raymond V. Long

Director of
DIRECTOR
OF the
THE Budget
BUDGET
J. H. Bradford
DIRECTOR
OF Grounds
GROUNDS and
AND Buildings
BUILDINGS
Director of

D. V. Chapman, Jr.

DIRECTOR
OF Professional
PROFESSIONAL AND
Director of
and
OCCUPATIONAL Registration
REGISTRATION
Occupational

E. H. Williams, Jr.

State Comptroller
STATE
COMPTROLLER
Henry G. Gilmer

Superintendent of
SUPERINTENDENT
OF Public
PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
Instruction

DIRECTOR
OF Conservation
CONSERVATION and
AND
Director of
DEVELOPMENT
Development

William A. Wright

Dowell Howard
CHAIRMAN
OF State
STATE Corporation
CORPORATION
Chairman of

Director of
DIRECTOR
OF Public
PUBLIC Welfare
WELFARE
Arthur W. James

COMMISSION
Commission

H. Lester Hooker
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DIVISION SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
W. R. Beazley
BEAZLEY
M.H.
BELL
M. H. Bell
O. T. Bonner
BONNER
H. K. Cassell
CASSELL
FRANK
CLINE
Frank P. Cline
FRANK
CRITZER
Frank J. Critzer
A. S. DeHaven
DEHAVEN
MACON
FEARS
Macon F. Fears

T. D. Foster
FOSTER
Q. D. Gasque
GASQUE
T. P. Harwood
HARWOOD
Birchell S. Hilton
BIRCHELL
HILTON
PAUL
HOOK
Paul G. Hook
F. F. Jenkins
JENKINS
Floyd S. Kay
FLOYD
KAY
John
JOHN C. Myers
MYERS
W. T. Woodson
WOODSON

R. Worth
WORTH Peters
PETERS
L. F. Shelburne
SHELBURNE
Hugh
HUGH L. Sulfridge
SULFRIDGE
John D. Meade
JOHN
MEADE
D. E. McQuilkin
MCQUILKIN
W. A. Scarborough
SCARBOROUGH
Edwin E. Will
EDWIN
WILL
H. I. Willett
WILLETT

all
Itr
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6REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ALUMNAE

Kathleen T. McChesney
KATHLEEN
MCCHESNEYS. HARWOOD
Harwood
p
15Frances Sellers
SELLERS
B. Manor
MANOR FRANCES
Mary Willis
MARY
WILLIS
BETTY
MICHIE
Betty Michie

MARY
LOU Venable
VENABLE Beury
BEURY
Mary Lou

Corbin
CORBIN

VIRGINIA
HARVEY Boyd
BOYD
Virginia Harvey

Katherine
KATHERINE

EDITH
FULTZ Bryan
BRYAN
Edith Fultz

t
¥

iE

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STUDENT BODY
Mildred Bluett
MILDRED
BLUETT

Nancy Penn
NANCY
PENN

Ronald Burton
RONALD
BURTON

BETTY
JEAN Tyson
TYSON
Betty Jean

Marilyn Miller
MARILYN
MILLER

FERN
WATERS
Fern Waters

IE
k
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THE FACULTY OF MADISON COLLEGE
Walter
WALTER

J. Gifford,
GIFFORD, Dean
Clyde
CLYDE P. Shorts,
SHORTS, Faculty Marshall
Althea L. Johnston
Margaret Hoffman
Mary L. Seegar
Edna T. Shaeffer
Katherine Anthony
Sallie Blosser
Alimae Aiken
Bernice R. Varner
C.
C H. Huffman
Dorothy Garber
John Mcllwraith
Gladys Craig
H. K. Gibbons
Louise Boje
John Sawhill
Bessie J. Lanier
Raus Hanson
Adele Blackwell
Julia Robertson
Violette D. Ryan
O. F. Frederikson
Dorothy Savage
A. M. Showalter
Ferne
Feme Hoover
Fernando Martinez
Mona Coffman
Paul Hounchell
Evelyn Watkins
Clifford Marshall
Ruth Cooper
Mary Armentrout
E. D. Miller
Glenn Smith
London Sanders
M. A. Pittman

Leland Schubert
Helen Frank
Edythe Schneider
Elizabeth Harris
Margarete Woelfel
Percy Warren
Glada Walker
Wilbert Chappell
Hope Vandever
Mabel Gladdin
S. J. Turille
Benjamin W. Partlow
Emmert Ikenberry
Lydia P. Meeks
Elsie H. Wigley
J. Edgar Anderson
Virginia Bolen
Alfred K. Eagle
Haynes McMullen
Frances Grove
C. R. Hamrick
Mary M. Brady
Unity Monger
Mary Latimer
Elizabeth Rodgers
Hazel Giklersleeve
Gildersleeve
Glenn Gildersleeve
Raymond Cool
J. L. Curtis
Bessie Richardson
Eleanor Hicks
George Hicks
Gertrud Burau
Rosalind Trent
Doris L. Schuster

John Wells
Luellen Hewitt
Celeste Ulrich
Sue Raine
Mary J. Lockard
Elizabeth Patterson
Ruth Rucker
M. H. Bell
Joel Kidd
Martha Sieg
Stephen Bocskey
Conrad Blackwell
Lowell Watkins
M. C. Shawver
Marguerite Sanger
Ellie
Elbe Sands
Edith Matthews
Grace Herr
Anne Hardesty
Raymond Dingledine
Ruby Cundiff
Wilda Comer
Mary Beyrer
Miriam Lyles
Bernice Bush
Ruth E. Miller
Clem Grabnor
Dorothea Garrison
Betty Hartman
Raymond Poindexter
J. A. Willett, III
Wayne Bowers
Robert Waller
Jean Copper
Angela Reeke
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